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MISSING BEAR HUNTER – MAY 15, 2011
—OWEN MILLER
The pagers went off at 12:20 p.m. on Sunday; Mailbox 3 was misbehaving, so the call was shrouded in
mystery except that all available members were to respond to the Compound by 1:30 p.m. We then
learned that a 38-year-old Nampa man had gone bear hunting alone on Saturday and not returned; his
wife reported him missing.
Rod handed out maps and assigned teams of two
to vehicles. Charlotte would be O.L. with Jimmie‘s help in 901, starting at the intersection of
Grimes Creek and Clear Creek. Sgt. Jim Kaczmarek of the Boise County Sheriff‘s Office was
I.C. and gave us a briefing when we arrived at the
meeting place. The missing man had told his wife
that he would be in the Cottonwood Creek area,
several miles up Arrowrock Road, east of Highway 21. However, he had also discussed with his
neighbor the idea of hunting in the Pine Creek
area off of Grimes Creek Road, west of Highway
21.

Would you have seen the vehicle?

—Photo by O. Miller

The primary search area was to be west of Highway 21, all the way to Highway 55 in Horseshoe
Bend, north from the Boise Front (8th Street Extension, Rocky Canyon and the Boise Ridge
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Road) all the way to Centerville Road in Idaho City. Sgt. Kaczmarek also requested that one
team cover Cottonwood Creek Road as far as possible toward Thorne Creek Lookout, up to
snowline, then the upper section of Thorne Creek Road on the east side of where the road is
washed out, and finally Arrowrock Road all the way to the county line beyond Twin Springs.
He had already done a hasty search of that area and interviewed some campers, but no one had
seen our subject. Since the man‘s wife said that was where he was going to hunt, and the neighbor said the man would usually try to conceal his vehicle off the road when he hunted, Sgt. Kaczmarek wanted to cover the area one more time in depth. Mike and Owen volunteered for that
assignment, since Owen had driven those roads on a previous search mission.
Teams then fanned out to begin their primary assignments, with the first objective being location of the subject‘s vehicle, an older maroon Ford Bronco. Mike and Owen were able to reach
almost 6,000-foot elevation on the road to Thorne Creek Lookout before getting stopped by a
snowdrift that it was obvious no one had passed. At that elevation, a thick rain-snow mix was
falling. Owen had great communication with many of the teams working the west side of Highway 21 as well as back to Rod at the Compound in Boise. There was even some traffic on the
Boise County Dispatch channel that an IMSARU team (Judd and Gregg in 902) had come
across an accident in Horseshoe Bend—the most excitement so far that day. Danny and Jamie

Mike has had a good close look at the vehicle.

—Photo by O. Miller
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were working the Boise Ridge Road; Tom K. and Linda were on the Boise Front heading toward the ridge to link up with them; Mac and Tom W. were heading from Centerville to Idaho
City; Charlotte and Jimmie were keeping track of it all in 901.
Mike and Owen now descended back toward the intersection with Thorne Creek Road to search
that area as well as any side roads seen on the drive up. Driving down, they discussed how long
it had been since they themselves had been on the team that found the missing subject. About
three miles into the descent of Thorne Creek Road and after working through several washouts,
Mike and Owen reached a point where they could go no further—a significant washout of the
road. They exited the truck to scout the area and saw what appeared to be fairly fresh tire tracks
heading down the edge of the washout and into the creek. They thought out loud: ―No one in
their right mind would drive down that…. Hmmm…actually, maybe WE can drive through
that and get past the washout.‖ Scouting farther ahead on a narrow trail on the edge of the
washout, they found a thirty-foot section of the roadway still intact, and then another large
washout, about a hundred yards in total distance from where they had parked Owen‘s truck.
Looking through the trees, they saw what appeared to be a car in the creek. With adrenaline
now pumping, Mike and Owen headed down the side trail around the lower washout to discover
the missing Ford Bronco wedged against the bank of the creek with water flowing up to the
bumper.
Owen returned to his truck to contact Boise County Dispatch and transmit a position on the vehicle while Mike checked on the driver inside. They then assisted the driver, who had injured
his knee the night before, in getting out of the vehicle to the creek bank, gathering a few items
and taking him back to Owen‘s truck for transport back to Mack‘s Creek Campground to meet
his friends. The vehicle remained firmly stuck in the creek almost a hundred yards beyond a
reasonable parking point.
The hunter‘s story: Saturday night he had been camping along Thorne Creek Road; another
couple were camping in the same spot. A Jeep club had passed through camp earlier in the day,
having driven up through all the washed-out sections of road below. Later in the day, two
young males came up the road on a motorcycle, told our subject that their truck was stuck in
one of the washouts below and asked if he would help them free their truck. Having earlier
seen a Jeep with about the same tire size and suspension as his Bronco, he concluded that he
could probably get through on the road. (In hindsight, he figured that the other, bigger Jeeps
had probably helped that one through the toughest spots.) He made his way down the road,
drove down the edge of the large washout where Mike and Owen had stopped and into the
creek. Literally using the creek as a road, he ran into trouble about a hundred yards downstream and his vehicle was stuck. He did not again see the two young men who had asked his
help. On Saturday evening he hiked up the road to the couple camping in the same area and
told them he was stuck. He gave his phone number and asked them to call his wife when they
headed out. This did not happen. Hiking back down to his vehicle, he twisted his knee; he
stayed in his vehicle until we found him Sunday evening. He told us that if he had spent one
more night out, he was going to walk out for help. Unfortunately, he was not very familiar with
the area. He was going to walk out the way he came in—about a twenty-mile hike back to
Highway 21. Had he hiked downhill from his vehicle, he would have come across a 1,300resident subdivision in less than a mile, and only a four-mile hike to Highway 21.
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Lessons learned:
(1) Have a map and know the area. Our missing hunter would have faced a LONG hike on
an injured knee and been much worse off. If he‘d had a map, he could have hiked down
the road to a house and called his wife Saturday night.
(2) On the next search, when you think to yourself, ―No rational person would do that/go
that way/drive down that,‖ check it anyway. The missing hunter‘s vehicle was 100
yards down the creek, around a corner, and hidden by brush and trees. Had we not taken
the time to investigate a little further, we might have missed him and marked the search
area as completed.
(3) Communication. This is a common theme on our missions due to the wide search areas
we often cover. Everyone discussed frequencies for communication early in the mission
and we had a good plan. Always make sure you have a communication plan so that you
can reach somebody at any point in your assignment. You may not always be able to
reach Search Base, but make sure you can talk to someone who can (State Com, Sheriff‘s Office Dispatch, or another team that can relay.) Had the subject‘s injury been
worse and required additional teams to assist in the evacuation, we would have been
glad that we could reach Boise County Dispatch on the Thorne Creek repeater.
IMSARU members participating included Judd Ballard, Danny Cone, Charlotte Gunn, Mike
Johnson, Linda Kearney, Tom Kearney, Ross ―Mac‖ Mackintosh, Owen Miller, Gregg Rettschlag, Jamie Simpson, Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen. Rod Knopp handled in-town coordination.
[Editor‘s Note: One additional lesson learned is ―Never say ‗never‘,‖ as in ―I‘m never going to
be a search manager.‖]

OPERATION MILITARY KIDS – APRIL 8-10, 2011
--JUDD BALLARD
Operation Military Kids had a spring teen get-together at McCall Outdoor Science School, and
they asked IMSARU to teach some outdoor skills to twenty kids and eight adults. I taught a
map and compass class as well as briefed them on GPS systems. We also went over the Ten
Essentials and discussed the reality that taking care of themselves when going into the outdoors
is ultimately their—and only their—responsibility. Heather Thiry taught some basic first aid
and splinting.
Both of us are dog handlers, so we then we moved on to what the K9s do. Heather and Hooka
are certified in avalanche search and rescue. We asked for a few volunteers to be buried in the
snow and have Hooka find them. Believe it or not, only a few kids volunteered. Zora and I are
certified in wilderness air scent search, so we did some runaways with the kids who didn‘t want
to be buried. Zora and I spent the whole weekend there; the kids loved hanging out with Zora
and she loved all the attention.
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FAMOUS POTATO RACE – MAY 14, 2011
--DELINDA CASTELLON
The day started off beautiful, with just a little peek of sun coming through—a perfect day for
the runners and for us volunteers. There did not appear to be rain in the forecast and the sun
was not blazing down on us. We all met at the Compound at 7:30 a.m. and began loading up
required gear. Fortunately, the items had been set aside and this made it much easier to recognize everything that needed to go with us.
We showed up at Ann Morrison Park and maneuvered our way into the selected spot for our
unit; got all set up in time for the first wave of people, who were running the 5K. Not much
was going on with that first group. As individuals completed the 10K, we started seeing some
who required assistance, a couple of racers with blisters and a couple of kids who were not part
of the race but had some unfortunate falls that required wound-cleaning and dressing. Gregg
was a natural with the kids, getting them mended and on their way.
As the half-marathon runners started arriving at the finish, we began seeing more individuals
requiring assistance. About four were pretty beat up from tripping over a speed bump and falling near the first mile of the race. Amazingly, these runners completed the race in spite of their
injuries. Another young lady who was scheduled to run the marathon experienced quite a bit of
pain in one leg and decided to finish the 10K instead. Patti massaged the leg, which made it
feel a bit better, but it appeared that she may have pulled a muscle.
At one point Patti and Gregg ran to assist a couple of racers reported to need assistance. Fortunately, those individuals were stabilized and didn‘t need transport. Meanwhile, Tom, Jake,
Craig and I held down the fort and tended to people needing first aid.
As the first individuals came through to complete the full marathon, we started getting busy.
One individual had come from Chicago to compete in the marathon and came in third place.
However, despite a history of running several marathons, he was having a bit of difficulty with
lightheadedness and shaking legs. Jake and Patti worked as a team in tending to this man, taking his vital signs and massaging his legs. There was more concern when they learned he had
just gotten over the flu, so Patti recommended calling 911 because he appeared very dehydrated. Ada County Paramedics responded; Patti and Jake shared information to date on blood
pressure, respiratory rate and heart rate. The paramedics remained long enough to observe the
patient until he was doing much better. They then felt confident that he would be okay to leave
with his friend and did not need emergency transport.
As volunteers, we were able to score some freebies: shirts, mini sandwiches provided by Jimmie Johns, bagels and bananas for us to keep on hand for the runners. The day ended on a good
note, as we were advised that the last walkers had finished and we were on our merry ole way
by 3 p.m. to drop everything off at the Compound. While we were putting things away, a message came out about a possible mission, but that search was called off a short while later.
IMSARU participants were Gregg Rettschlag, Patti Miller, Tom Kearney, Jake Gillis, Craig
Damm, Francisco Castellon and Delinda Castellon.
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SEARCH MANAGEMENT CLASSES
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Most SAR members know that you start with some outdoor skills, learn specific SAR skills and
techniques, and can move up through levels of positions your group uses—technician or specialist or whatever. You learn to be a team leader by spending lots of hours on teams and you
qualify for various positions by your expertise in electronic communications, vehicle maintenance, technical climbing, navigation, etc. But how do you learn to be a Search Manager?
There is lots of literature on the subject and you can study manuals or on-line; you can learn a
lot by working in the command center during missions; but some of our experienced people decided to also try to teach pertinent skills in a classroom setting.
CUSTER COUNTY – APRIL 9, 2011
IMSARU Coordinator Rod Knopp, President and long-time SAR Manager George Gunn, and
educator/organizer Charlotte Gunn traveled to Challis at the request of Custer County‘s SAR
Deputy Levi Maydole for a one-day class.
The scenario was a Fourth of July celebration near Bull Trout Lake that went sour when excess
drinking mixed with a sudden thunderstorm. Teams from each of Custer County‘s groups
(Stanley, Challis and Mackey) worked their way through initial reports, planning and assigning
search teams, medical needs, record-keeping, handing off to a new overhead team for the next
operational period, requesting and managing resources…all in light of constantly changing information.
Many thanks to Custer County for the invitation and the motel rooms, and to the SAR members
who made that icy early-morning drive to Challis for the class. We all learned from each other.
IMSARU AND ELMORE COUNTY – MAY 6-7, 2011
Jim Noland, for many years the head guy at Elmore County SAR and for some of those years
also a member of IMSARU, joined George and Charlotte to present this class at the IMSARU
Compound on Friday evening and Saturday.
We again used a Fourth-of-July scenario, this time near Aldape Summit and involving a fireworks disaster, with echoes of multiple missions we have had in that area over the years. This
time we started with more basic overview, including the SCORPA concept, then had five
groups, each working as ―the overhead team‖ and sharing their decisions as the ―mission‖ progressed. We again tried to simulate the overload that threatens to swamp Search Managers as
the teams dealt with initial reports, revisions in information, irrelevant ―clues‖, changing weather, arrival of family members and media and spontaneous volunteers, changes in direction and/
or tactics as the mission progresses. They never knew whether to smile or sigh as another piece
of paper with new information dropped onto their planning table.
It was great to work with the six Elmore County SAR members and we appreciate their making
the round trip twice for the class; our units have worked together many times in the past and we
look forward to the continued relationship. We also appreciate their sharing the debriefing of

CALENDAR
June 5 (SUNDAY) Water Safety Field Training
Time & Place TBA
Instructors: Judd Ballard & Brad Acker (follow-up to May 10 classroom training)
June 7

General Meeting

7:30 p.m.

June 9-12

ISSAR Summer Meeting – Orofino, Clearwater County

June 14

SAR Training – Skills Review & Bivouac
Instructors: Mike Johnson & Gregg Rettschlag

June 18-19

SAR Field Training – Skills Review & Bivouac

June 21

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

June 28

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

July 5

General Meeting

7:30 p.m.

July 11

K9 Handlers‘ Planning Meeting

7:00 p.m.

July 12

SAR Training – Rope Safety & Awareness
Presented by Technical Team

7:30 p.m.

July 16-17

SAR Field Training – Rope Safety & Awareness

July 19

Medical Training

July 23

Compound Cleanup Day – Bring work gloves, yard tools, etc.

July 26

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 2

Clean & Inventory Corn Booth Equipment

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 9

Load Corn Booth Equipment

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 13

Set up Corn Booth at Fairgrounds

Aug. 19-28

Corn Booth at Fairgrounds

Aug. 29

Take down Corn Booth, beginning as soon as you can get there after work.

7:30 p.m.
Time & Place TBA

Time & Place TBA
7:30 p.m.

Start at 8:30 a.m.
10 a.m. – midnight daily

ALSO MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR THE JHPTS TRACKING CLASS WE ARE
SPONSORING SEPTEMBER 23-25 AT GOWEN FIELD!
THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
Ada/Elmore Employees, Idaho Power and IDACORP gave us a generous gift from their
Community Service Fund.
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MUTUAL ASSISTANCE TO ELKO COUNTY, NEVADA—MAY 14,
2011
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
On Friday evening, an officer of the Elko County Sheriff‘s Office called with a request for
Ann Moser and her cadaver-certified dog Watson to aid in the massive search for the man
from British Columbia who was last seen on March 22. (His wife was found alive in the
family‘s van by shed-elk-antlers hunters 48 days after the couple became stranded in a remote area.)
IMSARU member Judd Ballard (also an experienced dog handler) accepted our unit‘s request that he accompany Ann, so Judd, Ann and Watson left at 4 a.m. the next morning to
drive to the search area. They worked with Cheryl Cuthbertson and her dog Bravo, and
two Elko County deputies. They searched approximately ten miles, mostly on snowshoes,
before driving back to Boise the same night.
As of this printing, the search has been suspended until snowmelt or until some further
information comes to light.

THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
LC Allen Jones donated part of the cost for one of our canine handlers to attend a Human
Remains Detection Neuroscience seminar. [It is common for our members to pay hundreds of dollars of their own money to attend training classes for K9 teams, mantracking
courses, search-and-rescue conferences, etc.]
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their recent ―perfect storm‖ snowmobile mission. IMSARU members attending were Judd Ballard, Jared Belsher, Danny Cone, Ann Finley, Mike Johnson, Linda Kearney, Carl Kidwell (Sat.
a.m. only), Rod Knopp (Friday), Ron Moomey, Ann Moser, Rebecca Shaver, Tom Wheless and
Jimmie Yorgensen.

THE RACE TO ROBIE CREEK – APRIL 16, 2011
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
―Plunderin‘ fer Booty‖ was the theme this 34th year and there were a few eye patches, swords
and other pirate costumes to be seen. But mostly it was runners and runners and walkers and
walkers, hundreds of them, who came from near and far to challenge or torture themselves in a
half-marathon that goes over Aldape Summit via a dirt road that threatened to be muddy and
slippery after the spring rains.
IMSARU had lots of volunteers who helped prepare the first-aid supplies, set up the tents and
trailer at the finish line, supplied communications over the racecourse, worked at the first-aid
stations and patrolled picnic grounds and bus lines for aftereffects. The finish aid station,
staffed by EMTs and paramedics, was full for a while, but only one person was taken out by
ambulance and the majority of participants seemed in good shape. And at the end of the day,
about a dozen people went back onto the course to escort to the finish line the last walker, a person who had lost well over a hundred pounds and promised herself to ―do Robie Creek‖ as a
reward.
As always, the Robie Creek committee had everything organized and there were so many helping hands that I am sure to omit some in this list: Job Corps chefs and students handled the
food tables; soft drinks, milk, energy drinks, water and beer were all available in the park. Boise County Sheriff‘s Office supplied the security needs; East Boise County Ambulance and Ada
County Paramedics were the official medical personnel; trash service and Porta-Potties were all
in place. Those of us who have been at Robie Creek over the years [my earliest helpers‘ teeshirt is dated 1992] are always impressed by the time and skill and energy that goes into each
repeat of this great event.
Jerry Newland and Gregg Rettschlag took the trailer and most of our equipment up Friday afternoon, and did the major part of setting up. Other IMSARU workers on race day were Brad
Acker, Ron Anderson, Judd Ballard, Jared Belsher, Delinda Castellon, Francisco Castellon,
Danny Cone, Nick Craven, Craig Damm, Ann Finley, Jake Gillis, Charlotte Gunn, George
Gunn, Aimee Hastriter, Mike Johnson, Linda Kearney, Tom Kearney, Carl Kidwell, Amanda
Leader, Olen Leader, Ross Mackintosh, Michael Mancuso, Patti Miller, Dan Scovel, Kris
Scovel, Rebecca Shaver, Jaime Simpson, Lori Thompson, Tom Wheless, Jimmie Yorgensen.
And yes, despite our portable towers and new radio equipment, there were still a couple of
―black holes‖ in the communication system. Dan and Lori figured out a slow-but-better-thannothing way to text each other, and our techies will keep working on it.
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TRACKING FUN AT CAMP SANDERS – APRIL 29-MAY 1, 2011
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Several members of our tracking team have attended JHPTS tracking classes at Camp Sanders in
previous years, and they warned George and me that we would gain weight on the excellent
meals. That was true. They also warned us about things like tracking through the head-high nettles. That was not a problem; nettles don‘t grow well in the winter. And it‘s a long trip through
rain, snow and sleet, especially when construction between Boise and McCall slows that part of
the trip to four hours.
The wintry weather continued after our arrival but instructors Marv Pillers and Pres Funkhauser
improvised: After a morning in the classroom, our Friday afternoon problem was to investigate a
report of strangers seen in the vicinity of the Lakeside Lodge. Many of us had no or limited experience with interior tracking, so this was a real learning opportunity. Two teams, directed by
Annie Pillers, took the ground-floor level (a large meeting room and a smaller room full of firewood and other stored objects); two teams, directed by George Gunn, took the basement level
(two large bunkrooms, separated by a main hall that led to an exterior balcony). We were to
search for evidence of recent entry, where the entrants went and what they did, including signs of
vandalism, graffiti, etc.
Ambiant light from high windows made tracking very difficult; electric overhead lights made it
impossible so we turned them off immediately. In the darker sections, our flashlights readily
picked up scads of prints, some of them identifiable as matching the muddy ones left at the basement entrance. (The rain and snow did give us that advantage!) My team was the lucky one that
actually found all sorts of clues as we followed our set of prints: two quarters on a vinyl bench, a
nickel under a bunk bed, a penny on another bed, a Snickers wrapper on the floor. There was
also a large selection of graffiti on a pillar and a partition wall, but it appeared to have been there
for quite a while. We followed our line of sign through the large bunkroom and out through a far
door, determined that it did not exit through the balcony doors, and followed it back down the
hall to the entrance doors. We were pleased with our work…and surprised to learn later that
none of our ―clues‖ had been left by our sign-layer.
After supper on Friday, we could no longer put off the outdoor problem. The three novice trackers in the class went to a comparatively straight line of sign. The rest of us cut along the road to
search for evidence of two people heading into the field. Assignment: Moving as quickly as we
could, determine where they went, what they were doing, and which track was earlier. We spent
a few hours Friday evening, all day Saturday and Sunday morning following those tracks over
meadow, through standing water, up the hill into heavier vegetation; a team followed each sign
line while a third team cut for sign ahead. The tricky part was that the two lines of sign kept
crossing each other. Meanwhile, every hour a different experienced student was sent to help the
novices on their track (they were doing so well that we mostly watched them work) and another
experienced student tried out the role of Tracking Operation Coordinator.
Many thanks to Marv and Pres for improvising that building search problem, for challenging us
all weekend and for helping us work on the challenge. Thanks also to the other student trackers,
from whom I learned a lot, and to the camp staff for making us comfortable.
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IMSARU INVITED TO TEACH WILDERNESS PREPAREDNESS
TO AREA KIDS IN CAMBRIDGE – APRIL 30, 2011
--JIMMIE YORGENSEN
As part of a national program, the community of Cambridge, Idaho, sponsored Ag Safety Day
for their area children ages 5 through 13. The program is held biannually and consists of such
safety subjects as water safety, electrical safety, farm machinery safety and fire safety, to name
a few. This year the sponsors approached our Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit to also
teach wilderness preparedness and what to do if you become lost. Ninety local children participated in this year‘s event.
IMSARU‘s message to the kids was to enjoy the outdoors safely and take responsibility for
their own safety by being prepared with the proper equipment and clothing. They were all
great students and very interested in all the subjects taught. We hope we can help out again
sometime.

♫IT’S THAT ♫TIME OF YEAR♫
AUGUST 19-28, 2011
No, not Christmas…. It‘s time to get ready for the Western Idaho Fair and the Corn Booth
which supplies a very major part of our operating budget. We depend on all our members to
work multiple volunteer shifts during the ten days of the Fair, and we depend on family members and friends, many of whom do this year after year, to fill out the rosters. We have already
signed our Fair contract, discussed supplies and contracted with Volcanic Farms to bring that
delicious corn in fresh every morning. And there are a few changes for this year.
(1) With the exception of the first day, when we must have our booth ready to open for
business no later than 11 a.m., the day shift will start an hour later than in the past. Deliveries of supplies will be allowed between 7 and 11 a.m.; booths must open no later
than 12 noon. As usual, we must remain open until 11 p.m.; we may choose to remain
open later, until midnight. On the final Sunday, the Fair closes at 9 p.m.
(2) We will be selling different pop this year because our previous supplier is no longer
setting up temporary fountains, and it makes no sense for us to buy a fountain that
would be used only ten days out of the year.
As listed on the Calendar, we will use our meeting nights on August 2 and 9 to get the Corn
Booth equipment and supplies ready for transport. On Saturday, August 13, we will actually
put up the booth; this requires 20+ people to go up in reasonable time, so please set this day
aside for helping. New this year: Danny Cone has put out a call for half a dozen people to
learn how to set up and take down the booth. We need to have more than one or two members
who understand the process, as you can‘t count on the same person supervising the job every
year forever, so please contact Danny if you are willing to be part of this team.

P age 12

The Fair runs August 19-28 and of course we work every day. We start some of the disassembly after closing at 9 p.m. on the final day, then finish taking everything down on Monday afternoon, August 29, starting as soon as people can get to the Fairgrounds after work.
Diane Mathews has again agreed to handle scheduling, so start rounding up your family members (including teenage children), friends and neighbors for shifts. If you haven‘t done this before, you will be amazed at how much fun people have while contributing to a very worthy
cause. You can call Diane at 375-3671 to get your pick of shifts or you can say Yes when she
calls you.

SNOW ANCHOR TRAINING – APRIL 18 AND 23, 2011
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG
Snow anchor training started with a Monday night classroom session. Brad presented various
anchor options, including pickets, flukes and bollards, as well as showing us options for improvising anchors from gear such as an ice axe or ski.
On Saturday we met at the Compound to set the scenario and load gear. Our scenario was a
mock mission that would require raising a subject up two pitches. The subject would then be
lowered to the starting point. Three anchor teams of three people each were designated. Due to
the number of attendees, Brad would act as both litter attendant and subject.
Arriving at our training location, we donned skis and snowshoes to travel the short distance to
the starting point for the raise. Brad stayed at the bottom with the litter while the rest of us ascended to the top of the first pitch. We built a 3x3 array of anchors, using pickets and flukes,
and buried ice axes for use as ―deadmen‖. With the first anchor system complete, a small group
of us stayed at the top of the first pitch to execute the raise while the remainder of the group
went to the top of the second pitch to begin building an anchor there. We used a raise system
consisting of a load-releasing hitch (LRH), prusik-minding pulley, and mechanical advantage
system (3:1) to bring Brad to the top of the first pitch. The LRH was used to hold the litter in
place while we transferred the rope from the lower anchor to the upper anchor location. This
upper anchor was a large single bollard. With Brad successfully arriving at the top of the second pitch, we converted to a lowering system, utilizing a brake bar. The entire raise process
was reversed to put Brad safely back at his starting point. The warm weather meant we had to
assist the litter downhill with a steady push through the soft snow.
After successfully completing the raise and lower, we turned our attention to beacon practice.
Brad again provided the scenario for each participant to work on individually. Each person
worked against the clock to locate a single burial. (Brad was unwilling to go the distance as an
instructor, so only his beacon was buried.)
The final exercise for the day was self-arrest practice. Due to the soft snow, we had difficulty
getting enough speed to effectively practice all possible scenarios. We were able to simulate a
feet-first/supine fall scenario, but other orientations like head-first were difficult. Even with
this limitation, illustrating proper technique was more easily done here than in the classroom.
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—Photo by J. Belsher

IT TAKES A LOT OF WORK TO PREPARE A SAR TRUCK
Yes, we bought our new pickup truck months ago, thanks to a generous grant. Since then,
various members have been working on converting it to a search-and-rescue truck, using
funds from another grant and donating many hours of skilled hard work. Among many improvements are the bracket for a second battery, special wiring for all the electronics, lettering
and logos on the exterior, radios and antennas…. Recently, Danny Cone and Tom Wheless
have spent a lot of hours on the final touches, and here is Tom‘s account of the most recent
accomplishment:
―A lot of the [Saturday] afternoon was spent trying to fashion a bracket to hold the lower
electronics in the center console. The radio head had a bracket but the rest of the electronics
didn‘t. After a trip to a local
scrapyard for a piece of rusty
sheet steel, and much cutting,
filing, bending, hammering,
grinding, welding, wirebrushing, painting (and cursing),
Danny transformed that rusty
sheet metal into a beautiful
bracket that was indistinguishable from the radio bracket that
came with the console.‖
Danny and Tom, we thank you
and all the other members who
have worked so hard to get this
vehicle ready for years of service to people in trouble in the
back-country.

Danny works under the dash.

—Photo by T. Wheless

Our first ―NEW‖ truck is in service.

Aid station at the finish of the Race to Robie Creek.

—Photo by G. Gunn

—Photo by G. Gunn

